Clearly state incident location and nature of Emergency.

**First Aid Tips:**
- **BURNS:** Flush injury for 20 minutes with cool water.
- **CUTS:** Stop the bleeding with direct hand pressure.
- **FALL/UNCONSCIOUSNESS:** Since there may be serious unseen injuries, DO NOT MOVE the patient unless there is a life-threatening situation. Keep the patient warm.
- **CHEMICAL EXPOSURE (eyes/skin):** Flush injury for 20 minutes with cool water.

**SPILL KITS:**
- Are located outside of Rooms: A237 A333, B170, C124E, D413, E215 and E411
- Hydrofluoric Acid Kit is located: IN the Glassblower’s Shop D113
- **DO NOT WORK ALONE!**

**FIRE EXTINGUISHERS** are for use on SMALL FIRES only. **DO NOT WORK ALONE!**

**FIRE BELL RINGING:**
- **Intermittent** = Standby alert
- **Solid ring** = Evacuate

- **STOP ALL PROCEDURES**
- **TURN OFF ALL APPLIANCES AND GAS VALVES.**
- **EXIT BUILDING IMMEDIATELY** - **DO NOT USE THE ELEVATOR.**
- **DO NOT RETURN** until the Fire Warden has announced "ALL CLEAR"